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98% OF GOOGLE'S PAGE ONE SEARCH RESULTS
FEATURE HTTPS PAGES

Having foundational SEO elements in place on your website is highly recommended to rank high on
Google. That includes having a secure (HTTPS) website. Though most businesses understand the
importance of going secure, there are still some companies that just won’t make the switch.
A new MOZ study says that roughly 98% of Google's page one results are HTTPS.
“Now, in the fall of 2020, HTTPS URLs make up 98% of page-one organic results in the MozCast
10,000-keyword tracking set.”

Image Source: https://moz.com
Did you know, HTTPS wasn’t a Google ranking factor until it was used by Chrome to ratchet up the
security warnings, block non-secure digital assets, and essentially break sites. The proof of that can be
seen in the below stats.

Image Source: https://moz.com
What businesses need to consider is, even if your site is currently secure (HTTPS), you must ensure to check for
mixed content issues, which are non-secure assets on your site. These can include images, PDFs, and even
forms. These non-secure assets will cause issues with both Google and customers in the same manner.
We can help you with how to audit your site to find the issues and then how to fix them. If you have a site
that still consists of HTTP pages, then chances are you're falling out of favor. The move to secure is typically
an easy one these days. Sometimes all you need to do is reach out to us and we can assist you with the
switch.
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GOOGLE REVEALS HOW AUTOCOMPLETE
PREDICTIONS WORK

Google recently revealed how their Autocomplete predictions function. Google’s Danny Sullivan explains
how Autocomplete isn’t based on popularity alone, as that’s what most people assume.
“Autocomplete is a complex time-saving feature that’s not simply displaying the most common
queries on a given topic.”
Other than recent Google searches, there are several other considerations that are taken into account.


Common & Trending Queries



Language & Location



Freshness



Intuitive Suggestions Based on Similar Type of Queries

Danny also adds that there are certain predictions that you are less likely to see.


Unexpected or shocking



Untrue and mistaken for fact



Violent, sexually explicit, hateful, disparaging or dangerous



Likely to return unreliable content



Showing offensive, hurtful or inappropriate queries in relation to named individuals

He states that “people can still search for such topics using those words ... Nothing prevents that.”
However, Google strives to prevent generating those predictions that people might not be expecting to
see.
He concludes by saying...
“While our automated systems typically work very well, they don’t catch everything. This is why we
have policies for Autocomplete, which we publish for anyone to read. Our systems aim to prevent
policy-violating predictions from appearing. But if any such predictions do get past our systems,
and we’re made aware (such as through public reporting options), our enforcement teams work
to review and remove them, as appropriate. In these cases, we remove both the specific
prediction in question and often use pattern-matching and other methods to catch closelyrelated variations.”

Google understands that their protective system may keep some useful predictions from showing up and
they admit taking "a particularly cautious approach when it comes to names and might prevent some
non-policy violating predictions from appearing." They also know that even if a prediction isn’t autogenerated, the user can still type in the desired keywords related to their query and look up the search
results.
If you wish to read Danny’s original post, you can find it here!
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APPLE IS NOW SHOWING OWN SEARCH RESULTS AND
LINKING DIRECTLY TO WEBSITES!

Techcrunch reported on a Financial Times article suggesting that Apple might be developing a search
engine competitor to Google, “encouraged” by the antitrust activity being taken by the U.S. Justice
Department and the investigation that the $1B Google-Apple search deal is getting on Capitol Hill.
The Techcrunch article states that:
“Apple is now showing its own search results and linking directly to websites when users type
queries from its home screen in iOS 14. For context, this is a behavior that has been known for a
while as people have seen the feature pop up in beta versions of iOS. And the search volume
being up on Apple’s crawler is something that Jon Henshaw of Coywolf had noted back in August.
Sources cited by the Financial Times said that the change marked a significant step-change in
Apple’s in-house search development and could be the basis for a broader push into search.”
As we mentioned in our previous article, Apple has the technology, money, and market power to be a
legitimate competitor to Google. With the Department of Justice scrutinizing the Google-Apple
agreement to use Google's search as Apple's default search engine, alongside a growing demand for
privacy in this current era of late-stage surveillance capitalism, Apple would surely develop their own
search in the coming decade.
Amusingly, as noted by Financial Times and reported by Techcrunch, this drive to end anti-competitive
practices will likely give birth to even greater and intense competition between the already dominant and
large organizations, instead of competition between established companies and nimble upstart
companies of the past.
We usually forget that the Web started as an even playing field for all, and that is what made it such a big
deal. Sadly, ever since Google has transitioned into being a publicly-traded company, Google has tried
to restructure the same playing field that was once the basis of their success. Ironically, our sole trust for
authentic “competition” is another tech behemoth?
What You Can Do: Keep your popcorn ready and keep your eyes glued to what promises to be a long
struggle between two technology and corporate giants for the ultimate prize – to become the ultimate
colossal giant.
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CLARITY: A PROMISING NEW USER ANALYTICS TOOL

Clarity is a new, easy to use UX analytics product brought to us by Microsoft! With this tool, website
managers can better understand site visitor behavior & make necessary modifications to their websites. It
also offers an invaluable interface for debugging. If you are a website manager & want to improve users’
website experience, Clarity is your tool.
Even though this tool has been recently launched, it’s worth your time! Check out the official
announcement to get detailed information about it. Here, we have summarized some important features
and advantages to help you make an informed decision.
Key Features:
Heatmaps
Through heatmaps, you can visualize what content on your page leads to maximum interactions and also
tells you whether your users are seeing what’s important.

Session Playback
This feature enables you to record sessions and discover novel patterns in them, helping you to make
optimal decisions about new site features.

Insights Dashboard
The dashboard is designed to help you understand your website’s performance through aggregate
metrics.

Other Advantages


Easy to understand which parts of your website get the most & least engagement



Both developers and non-developers can operate it easily



No need to collect and analyze data



Least impact on page load times



Website traffic is handled without placing any caps or extra charges

The process to get started is easy & it takes a very short amount of time. So we recommend you visit the
site https://clarity.microsoft.com/ and sign up!

